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Write Away Again is a series of ten radio programmes for Lower
Key Stage 2 pupils on the subject of English, within a local context.
Fiction, factual writing, drama, poetry, local place names, jokes,
cartoons and writing for a particular audience will all be analysed and
discussed, illustrated with a wide variety of stories, poems and factual
writing. There will be a major contribution made by local P4 and P5
pupils.

There is a particular emphasis in the series on encouraging reading
and creative writing and the programmes will ask the children to
listen, to question what they hear, to make judgements and to explore
and enjoy words. 

It is particularly recommended that the programmes be recorded
so that sections can be played again.

Written and presented by Leon McAuley
Teachers Notes/Worksheets by Jim Craig
Produced by Bernagh Brims

The Programmes
1. Thinking About Writing 18 September

2. Practice Making Perfect 25 September

3. Proper Order  2 October

4. Dramatic Changes  9 October

5. Know Your Place 16 October

6. Places - An Anthology 23 October

7. Fact or Fiction  6 November

8. Getting Your Facts Right 13 November

9. Friends - An Anthology 20 November

10. And Now For Something 27 November
Completely Different...

• Please note no broadcast on 30 October

A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcasting Council for Northern Ireland

Northern Ireland Curriculum (Key Stage 2)

English

Pupils should have opportunities to engage in a range of activities including:-

Talking and Listening 

• listening and responding to a range of fiction, poetry, drama, media texts and audio-visual materials.

• improvising a scene based on experience, imagination, literature, media and curricular topics.

• listening to live and media presentations and discussing these with the teacher.

Write Away Again
An English Resource Unit

Autumn 2001

Series Producer:
Bernagh Brims

Tues 11.40- 11.55 am 
18 Sept to 27th Nov

BBC Radio Ulster
MW 1341 khz
Northwest 792 khz
Enniskillen 673 khz

Key Stage 2
age 8-9 years
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• describing and talking about real and imaginary experiences.

• taking part in group and class discussions for a variety of curricular purposes.

• reading aloud a text which they have prepared.

Reading

• listening to and understanding a range of texts including those presented on tape or radio.

• re-creating stories and other texts through individual and group dramatisation.

• representing stories and information texts in a range of visual forms and diagrams.

• discussing features of language.

• discussing texts, exploring the way in which word meanings can be manipulated in order to persuade or
amuse the reader or engage attention.

Writing

Audience

Pupils should know for whom they are writing and be aware of the needs of the particular audience. 

Range

Pupils should have opportunities to write in different forms including:
• creative and imaginative writing, poems, comic strips, letters, description, dialogues, reports and instructions.

• experimenting with rhymes, rhythms, verse structure, all kinds of verbal play and dialect.

Credits
Schools taking part: P2/5/6 Mallusk Primary School

P4/5 St Patrick’s, Legamaddy

Actors: Mark Mulholland

Carol Scanlan

Noel McGee

Natasha Basheer

Joseph McGee

Advisors: Susan McElmurray, Mallusk P.S. NEELB

John McGrath, Principal, Legamaddy P.S. SEELB

Jim Craig, Literacy Co-ordinator, Steelstown P.S. WELB

Kate Murphy, NEELB

Marie Devine, Assistant Advisory Officer of Primary English, NEELB

If you have any comments or enquiries about this series, please contact the 
BBC NI Education Unit at 028 9033 8437 or 028 9033 8453
or e-mail us at education.ni@bbc.co.uk
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The series begins with its writer and narrator Leon McAuley introducing himself and discussing what makes a
good story. The idea will be further explored in Programme 2

• Pupils from P4 and 5 in Mallusk P.S. and Legamaddy P. S. talk about what kind of stories they like to read.

• The concept of ‘audience’ and how that can affect the writer and the writing is considered.

• The Mallusk P5 pupils explain how they undertook a project to write fairy stories for P1 and P2 in their school

• Topics raised in the discussions include:

- writing for a particular audience.

- what needs to be taken into account.

- how the pupils went about it.

- how they researched the project.

- how they choose subjects and characters.

- what plots would they use.

- how to present the product.

- what they learned from the exercise.

KEY WORDS : audience; research; subject; character; fairy story; plot.

Before the Programme

• Discuss with the class what they think makes a good story.

• Discuss different types of story, i.e. ghost story, fairy story, science fiction, historical etc.

• Explore the idea of ‘audience’.

After the Programme

• Continue discussion on ‘what makes a good story’ comparing your class views with those of Mallusk Primary.

• What does your class think of their ideas on audience?

• Do a survey in class or school of favourite types of story. What can they deduce from the survey? Make a
graph to illustrate the findings.

• Team up with a P1 or P2 class and research and write a story for them. Use a computer for this, time
permitting.

• Team up with a P6 or P7 class and ask them to write for your class. Encourage feedback from your class.

• Visit your local library and see what story books are available for young children.

• Talk to the librarians about what is popular with different age groups. How do they select what books are
available etc?

WORKSHEETS

• Ask pupils to pick somebody they know in school or at home, talk to them about what kind of stories they
like and see if they can write for them. They can put it on the computer and illustrate it. (See worksheet 1).

• Compile a ‘one day reading diary’. (See worksheet 2).

• Plan a story. (See worksheet 3).

                                                                                                                        

Programme 1 
18th September

Thinking About Writing
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Name ......................................................................... Interviewer’s Name. ..................................................................

Date of Interview........................................................

Interviewee’s Name Favourite type of Story Other Comments 

1 

Programme 1 
Worksheet 1

Thinking About Writing
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

A ONE DAY READING DIARY
Fill in the rest of your day

TIME Reading Done Purpose of Reading Enjoyment …/10

8.00 a.m. Teletext To see weather
forecast 

5/10 

8.15 a.m. 
Back of
Cornflakes
packet

To get details of
special offer 

8/10 

• (Please continue on the other side if you have to)

Programme 1 
Worksheet 2

Thinking About Writing
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

STORY PLANNER

Audience
(who is it for?)

Type of Story

Main Characters

Time

Place(s)

Plot
Beginning

Middle

Ending 

Programme 1 
Worksheet 3

Thinking About Writing
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This programme is a follow-on from the first programme in the series. Leon McAuley, having established the
idea of audience and audience preferences, discusses with the P5 pupils of Mallusk Primary School their work
on writing fairy stories for their P1 and P2 classes.

• The class presents the completed story, ‘Twinkletoes Terrific Tooth’, performed with sound effects.

• Two P2 pupils give their reaction and considered feedback on what they heard.

• The P5 authors discuss what they gained from the exercise and talk about writing they may undertake in the
future.

Before the programme
• Recall the task P5 set themselves in the first programme.

• Inform the class their reaction to today’s story will be sought.

• Familiarise the class with the keywords which occur in the programme.

After the Programme
• Discuss the story with the pupils. Gather reaction and seek justification for assertions made.

• Examine the P2 audience responses.

• If your class has begun a project on writing for another class, could you tape it to perform for that class?
Would you add sound effects, different voices, music etc?

• What would be the best method for your class story/stories to be presented to their selected audience; book
form, on computer, a live reading, a video taped reading etc?

• Help the class explore different ways we ‘tell’ stories, e.g. orally, in narrative poetry, novels, films, cartoons,
drama on stage, ‘soaps’, comics etc.

• What does your class think of the Ten Top Tips?

P5/6 Mallusk Primary School’s 
Ten Top Tips for writing Really Brill Fairytale Stories for Young Children

1. Have repetition.

2. Have an interesting beginning, end and title.

3. Have good and bad characters.

4. A writing buddy is helpful and useful in all the stages of writing.

5. Always plan your work.

6. Write a first draft to sort your ideas out.

7. Read aloud through your work.

8. Make changes in your second draft.

9. Have lots of colourful pictures and type it up on the computer for effect.

10. Use simple language and big writing.

WORKSHEETS
• Review Twinkletoes story. (Worksheet 4)

• Hunt for stories. (Worksheet 5)
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Programme 2 
25th September

Practice Making Perfect
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Twinkletoe’s Terrific Tooth
by

P5/6 Mallusk Primary School

Long, long ago when the stars shone bright and fairies flew through the night, our story begins. It was winter’s

eve and the annual tooth fairy ball was taking place that very night. Twinkletoes was feeling rather cross.

All the other fairies were busy cleaning and polishing their teeth in preparation for the ‘Terrific Toothacular

Tooth competition’. Twinkletoes had no tooth to enter because all she had collected that week was one small,

black, rotten tooth. What was she going to do?

Twinkletoes thought there was only one thing for it and that was to fix it up. She tried to scrub it with a big

toothbrush and extra fresh clean toothpaste. She tried to use some fairy magic on the tooth but it didn’t work.

“What am I going to do? Nothing can fix a rotten tooth,” said Twinkletoes. She tried to clean it up with some

white paint. What a good idea thought Twinkletoes… but it didn’t work. The paint just ran off the tooth and

made a big puddle on the floor. 

She tried to use some fairy magic on the tooth but it didn’t work. “What am I going to do, nothing can fix a

rotten tooth,” said Twinkletoes. She knew that she would now need to go and visit the chief fairy, Bigwings, 

for help.

The chief fairy was very surprised to hear that Twinkletoes had no tooth for the annual competition. Chief

Bigwings said there was nothing he could do to help since the competition was only two hours away.

Twinkletoes was cross. “I wish children would look after their teeth more,” she scolded. “If only the little

children would eat more fruit instead of all the chocolate and sweets they guzzle. How am I supposed to get a

gleaming tooth if all they eat are Fizzbangers and Popchocs and strawberry creams and orange delights and

doubly dreaming screamy marshmallow bars!”

Twinkletoes, in a very cross mood, walked home and from her bedroom window she watched all the other

fairies take their gleaming teeth to the ball. Suddenly she felt a sneeze coming on and we all know what that

means! Well, when a fairy sneezes it means that there is a tooth to be collected somewhere. This was her last

hope for the competition. “Hurry up Twinkletoes!”

Soon she arrived at the little girl’s house. She put her fairy map away and crept in the window. The little girl

was fast asleep as Twinkletoes slowly and gently lifted up her pillow and what did she find…..A BEAUTIFUL

HEALTHY TOOTH! Twinkletoes was delighted and she quickly flew back to Bluebell Forest.

She arrived at the ball just as the winner of the competition was about to be announced. 

“Wait,” shouted Twinkletoes. “I have a tooth, I have a tooth, a lovely, shiny and gleaming tooth!” 

8

Programme 2 
25th September
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Henry Hedgehog who was the important judge, inspected the tooth brought in by Twinkletoes.. The whole

room was as quiet as a mouse Then Henry Hedgehog said, “The winner is…..TWINKLETOES!”

Everyone clapped because Twinkletoes had never won a prize before. Hooray for Twinkletoes! Hip Hip

Hooray!

9

Programme 2 
25th September
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

Review of Mallusk Primary School P5 Story

Type of Story

Where does the
story take place?

When is the
story set?

Who are the 
main characters?

What happens
in the story?

What did you like
about the story?

How could it have
been made better?

Marks out of
10 for enjoyment

Programme 2 
Worksheet 4

Practice Making Perfect
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

There are stories everywhere…….  Complete the lists below

NOVELS: Find five stories in books

Title Author
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

FILM: Find five stories told in film

Title Actors
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

TELEVISION: Find five “soaps” on television which tell stories

Title Television Channel
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Programme 2 
Worksheet 5

Practice Making Perfect
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In Proper Order Leon McAuley presents the pupils with a fresh look at how we structure words and information
lists to facilitate access and retrieval. To help P4 and P5 pupils become independent learners, we encourage the
use of dictionaries, encyclopedias, thesauri, the index and glossary of books and other structured information
sources. Alphabetical order skills are crucial to the mechanics of using these learning aids.

• The programme draws the pupils’ attention to the alphabetical basis of our organised lists and also deals with
chronological order and numerical order as well as ordinary functional lists.

• Leon concludes by illustrating the importance of chronological order when telling or writing a story. By
breaking the sensible chronological order of a story he amusingly shows how difficult it makes the story to
follow and how it can reduce a simple story to the absurd.

KEY WORDS: alphabetical order; numerical order; chronological order; lists; dictionary; encyclopedia.

Before the programme

• Class discussion of alphabetical order and quick revision of knowledge of the alphabet may be useful.

• Explain chronological order to class.

• Re-cap with class examples of numerical order.

After the programme

• Answers for Leon’s final question “where was the cat?”

• Discuss the merits of arranging certain material in alphabetical order.

• What are the merits of chronological order? Any examples?

• Can the class think of any practical examples of lists, at home, at school, in sport, TV listings, etc?

• In class, school or local library find and list examples of materials in alphabetical, numerical or chronological
order.

• Explore with class examples where other ‘orders’ are used, e.g., grouping by size, colour weight etc.

WORKSHEETS

• Re-arrange Leon’s story in the right order. (Worksheet 6)

• Alphabetical, chronological and numerical order. (Worksheet 7)

• Alphabetical lists of words and pictures. Choose a topic and fill in the boxes. (Worksheet 8) 

• My Day in chronological order (Worksheet 9)

12

Programme 3 
2nd October

Proper Order
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HOW NOT TO WRITE A STORY! 

Cut out each sentence and then put them in the right order so that this 
story

John put on his trousers and rushed into the bathroom. 

He opened his eyes, yawned and got out of bed. The alarm clock 

went off and wakened John. John was snuggled up all cosy, dreaming

of a flock of sheep. He ate his breakfast as fast as he could. 

Then he went into the kitchen where Mum had his breakfast waiting

for him. He rushed out into the street. He grabbed his schoolbag

from the cupboard under the stairs. He dried his face and ran down

the stairs. He splashed the cold water on to his face. He slammed

the door behind him. Then he flung open the front door. 

Every thing would have been fine if he hadn’t tripped over the cat.

It always hung on the hook in there. 

Question: 
Where was the cat? 

makes sense.

Programme 3 
Worksheet 6

Proper Order
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

Put these lists in the order that suits them best

Alphabetical Chronological Numerical

baby woman granny girl mother infant 

………………………………………….. order is best for these words. 

dog pig cow elephant cat panda 

……………………………………….….. order is best for these words. 

tractor van car bike bus pram 

…………………………………………... order is best for these words. 

night morning dawn noon evening afternoon 

………………………………………..….. order is best for these words. 

10p 5p £1.00 50p 1p £5.00 

……………………………………..…….. order is best for these words. 

lunch breakfast supper dinner snack-break 

………………………………………..….. order is best for these words. 

Programme 3 
Worksheet 7

Proper Order
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

Choose one topic and make an alphabetical list of words and pictures
For example - animals, things in the street, things at home, etc.

MY                                              ALPHABET

A a B  b  D d

E e F  f  g  h

I i    l

M  P  p

Q q R  r  T  t

U u V  v  X x

Y y Z  z

Programme 3 
Worksheet 8

Proper Order

J j

m N n

W w

O  

K

G

o

k L

C c 

S s

H
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

My Day in Chronological Order

TIME WHAT I AM DOING 

I get up and wash 

I go to bed

Programme 3 
Worksheet 9

Proper Order
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Leon McAuley explores the different forms of presenting a story focusing on prose and drama.

• Liz Weir, the well-known storyteller, tells her story, ‘Master of all Masters’. A young girl, Jinny, is hired out
at a hiring fair to a grumpy old master who proceeds to make her life a misery by trying to make the girl
learn his nonsense names for ordinary things.

• Leon draws attention to the difference between hearing a story and reading a story.

• ‘Master of all Masters’ is dramatised and performed. The pupils must listen carefully and decide what
differences are noticeable and which version they prefer. By repeating the start of the story in both forms the
difference between prose and drama is highlighted again.

• The pupils are encouraged at the end of the broadcast to think of some well-known stories and to try to adapt
them as dramas.

KEY WORDS: prose; drama; hiring fair; storyteller.

Source Material

Prose: Master of all Masters by Liz Weir from Boom-Chicka-Boom Pub. O’Brien.

Before the programme

• Discuss with the class the concept of turning a story into a play, film, cartoon, comic.

• Can they think of any examples?

• Explore the vocabulary of drama: script, character, scene, actor, playwright, radio drama, producer, soap
opera, etc.

• Explain the hiring fair system.

After the programme

• Class discussion on the two methods of presentation. Which did they prefer? What was gained or lost by the
two treatments?

• Explore pupils’ own experience of live drama; school plays, concerts, pantomime, street theatre, puppetry,
musicals, visit to school by touring theatre groups.

• Examine other drama forms with which they are familiar, video, film, TV and radio plays, DVDs.

• Compare live shows with other types of presentation.

• Try to let pupils examine play scripts to understand the rudiments of written dialogue and stage directions.

• Follow up Leon McAuley’s suggestion in the programme on having each of the Seven Dwarves speaking in
character.

• Take any nursery rhyme and put it into prose and then drama form. Print the finished scripts from the
computer.

17

Programme 4 
9th October

Dramatic Changes
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• Copy and encourage pairs or small groups to improvise and if they wish perform their version for others.

• Some pupils may be able to continue this into script form. Simple props and costumes could be added and
the product recorded on tape or video or performed for an audience.

• Design posters, tickets and programmes on computers to add a more professional look to the production.

WORKSHEETS

• Write the Little Miss Muffet rhyme in dramatic form. (Worksheet 10)

• Search for prose and drama titles. (Worksheet 11)

18

Programme 4 
9th October
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

LITTLE MISS MUFFET
By

———————————————————————————————-
(fill in your name) 

CAST

Miss Muffet played by

The Spider played by 

THE PLAY  BEGINS WITH MISS MUFFET SITTING ON
STAGE WITH A BOWL AND A SPOON IN HER HANDS

Miss Muffet: Curds and whey again.

Spider: Oh there is Miss Muffet.

Miss Muffet: Every  day curds and whey.

Spider: I love curds and whey.

Miss Muffet:

Spider:

Miss Muffet:

Spider:

Miss Muffet:

Spider:

• (Please continue on the other side if you have to)

Programme 4 
Worksheet 10

Dramatic Changes
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

1. Find six prose titles and the authors.

2. Find three play titles and the authors

• Go the library and bookshops 
• Look in the papers
• Ask your family, friends, a teacher
• check the internet
• check the radio or TV listings

PROSE
Title Author

1.

2.

3. 

4.

5.

6.

DRAMA

Title Playwright

1.

2.

3.

Programme 4 
Worksheet 11

Dramatic Changes
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Children are so familiar with the street names, areas, townlands, villages and towns they grow up in that they
seldom question how these places got their names.

This programme helps them think about the uniqueness of each name and how it was derived from whatever
source. It will focus pupils on the influences and cultures that form the way we are today.

• Anne Craig, a place name’s expert, explains the origins of the names of many of our towns. The majority
come from the Irish language, but other sources include Viking, Plantation and English. She gives a
fascinating explanation of how our rich diversity of place names give us clues to our past and how they
reveal the geography, history and cultural life of our forebears. She also draws attention to the origins of
some street names and what they can tell us about where we live or how we used to live.

• The programme ends with a puzzle. (See Worksheet 12). Pupils will need to replay the tape of the
programme to succeed in this exercise.

KEY WORDS:  townland;  Vikings;  Plantation;  Guilds;  glossary.

Before the programme

• In a brainstorming session, fill the blackboard with names of places in your locality.

• Check can any pupils give derivations for these.

• Explain keywords.

After the programme

• Discuss local place names on the blackboard from the brainstorm and see if any of them are clearer now than
before the broadcast.

• Try making up new names for familiar places in you area.

• Ask pupils to devise a wordsearch using local place names, put it on the computer and distribute it to other
pupils.

WORKSHEETS

• Distribute copies of the Warrior and Peasant (Worksheet 12). Replay the tape to enable pupils to ‘translate’
the correct answers.

Answers: 1. Moneymore 2. Stranmillis. 3. Belfast 4.Altnagelvin 5. Strangford 6. Ardglass

• Using the glossary in Worksheet 13, ask the pupils to use an atlas or maps to make lists of places with Bally,
Kil, Ard etc.

21

Programme 5
16th October

Know Your Place
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

The Warrior and the Peasant
Where did these Sean’s come from?  (the answers can be found in the programme)

ANSWER 

1. Sean from the big marshy bog...

2. Sean from the sweet stream...

3. Sean from the mouth of the place that
has sandbanks in it...

4. Sean from the height of the sparrows...

5. Sean from the inlet with the strong
currents where the Vikings landed...

6. Sean from the high green place...

Programme 5 
Worksheet 12

Know Your Place
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

What’s in a name…

IRISH WORDS EXAMPLES NEAR YOU

Ben (Peak)

drom (mountain)

ard (high place)

loch (lough, lake)

mullagh (crown of a hill)

mona (peat bog)

kil (church)

derry (oak grove)

bally (town)

rath (fort)

carrick (rock) 

Use an Atlas or a good map to find these places

ENGLISH AND SCOTS NAMES TOWNS NAMED AFTER THESE

Brooke

Stewart

Caldwell

Drapers

Hamilton

Cunningham

Cook

Ward

Salters 

Programme 5 
Worksheet 13

Know Your Place
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Following on from the last programme which examined how places got their names, this programme is an
anthology in words and music celebrating a ‘sense of place’. Local places, private places, special places are
explored in poetry, prose and song in this broadcast.

• Leon McAuley encourages the pupils to explore place, real and imaginary, in a multi-sensory way. “Every
trout knows the taste of its own river!”

Source Material

Poem: Under the Stairs from A Store of Candles by Frank Ormsby pub. Gallery Press ISBN:0904011984

Extract: The Magician’s Nephew by CS Lewis pub Harper Collins Children’s  ISBN 0001844423

Extract: The Sea Wall by Eilis Dillon pub. Piccolo Poolbeg Press;  ISBN 185371304X

Song: His Lordship had a Coachman sung by Maurice Leyden from his book Belfast City of Song
pub. Brandon  ISBN 0-86322-100-6

Extract: SKUNK and the Ozone Conspiracy by Margit Cruikshank pub. Poolbeg  ISBN 1-85371-212-4

Extract: Song of the River by Soinbhe Lally pub. Poolbeg Press  ISBN: 1853714577

Before the programme

• Explain the anthology nature of the broadcast.

• Inform pupils of the ‘sense of place’ theme.

After the programme

• Discuss the passages, poems and songs with the class. Which worked best? Why?

• Are there any songs, poems or sayings about your area? Are there enough for an anthology?

• Could your pupils write a song set to new music or an old air about a special place?

• Can the pupils draw or construct their favourite place and write about it?

• Pupils could try to describe a place in their area without naming it and ask the class to guess where it is.

• Try to link up on the Net with a school from another place and exchange information (or send them
completed versions of worksheets 14 and 15).

• Design a tourist brochure for something in your area.

WORKSHEETS

• A description of ‘my place’. (Worksheet 14)

• Places in Northern Ireland: find these places on the map. (Worksheet 15)

24

Programme 6
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Places- An Anthology
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

My Place

Name of Place

Size

(city,  town, village?)

Good things

Bad things

Best thing

Oldest thing

Newest thing

Why you should visit my place?

Continue on the back if you need to.

Programme 6 
Worksheet 14

Places- An Anthology
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

On this map of Northern Ireland mark these places. 
Use an atlas to help you.

1. Belfast 2.  Lough Neagh

3. Derry/ Londonderry 4. Armagh

5. Enniskillen 6. Omagh

7. Ballymena 8. Your own place

9. Any other places you think are important.

Programme 6 
Worksheet 15

Places- An Anthology
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This week’s broadcast looks at non-fictional writing. How it differs from fiction is established at the start of
the programme.

• Leon McAuley looks at various examples of factual writing including a football report, and an excerpt from
an instructional manual. He also compares three letters each seeking information but which differ in tone
because of who the recipient is in relation to the writer. Pupils will be reminded of the programme on
‘audience’ and how that audience affects writing style.

• The programme ends with an amusing look at road signs, and the ‘tone of voice’ they are written in.

KEY WORDS: fictional; non-fictional; factual; fiction; instructions; information.

Before the programme

• Explain key words to class.

• Discuss fiction and factual writing and books.

After the programme

• Discuss and list on blackboard examples of factual and fictional writing. Note likely sources of each.

• Ask pupils to write a) a factual account of a simple event, b) a fictional account of a similar event. e.g.
coming to school today

• Select a number of books factual and fictional. Show them to the class and ask them which pile - fact or
fiction - you should put them in.

• Ask them to divide a page in two columns, mark one factual, the other fictional. Call out titles and ask them
to put them in the correct column.

• Get the pupils to use class, school or local library to examine and list books in the two categories. 

• Examine the use of IT as a source for information. Set up some exercises to locate and retrieve information
appropriate to the needs of the class.

WORKSHEETS 

• Sort into fact or fiction. (Worksheet 16)

• Survey of class or school notices. (Worksheet 17) 
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

Sort the following into their proper box
James and the Giant Peach Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
A Harry Potter story  A holiday brochure
A News report  A telephone book
A football result A book of poems
The Weather Forecast An electric bill
A shopping list A café menu
School report   A short stories book
An encyclopedia A supermarket receipt
Jack and Jill The Super Joke Book 

FACT FICTION 

Programme 7 
Worksheet 16

  Fact or Fiction
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

Information signs are every where.
Look around the class or the school for information signs.

What does the
sign say?

Where do you
see it?

Who is it for? 

School library On the door of the
school library 

For pupils staff and visitors 

Programme 7 
Worksheet 17

  Fact or Fiction
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The skills required to gather, sift, check and present factual information are presented in this programme. By
examining the work done by pupils in St Patrick’s Primary School Legamaddy, the skills required are explored.

• Two projects are dealt with: P4 pupils explain how they went about their project on ‘Schools in the Olden
Days’ and P5 worked on a project topic, ‘Rubbish’.

• The pupils lead Leon McAuley through the various stages of their work. The history based topic of P4
required discussion, identifying sources and specific questions, method of recording responses and the
information gathered, structuring the material and their ways of displaying and disseminating it.

• P5’s approach to their environmental topic ‘Rubbish’ involved a more hands-on and experimental method. It
needed field trips, reliable informants and good information sources from library books to IT. They also
sifted and arranged their information for an audience to share.

• The programme looks at some of the ways that pupils can pass on what they have collected and learned in
their work.

KEY WORDS: factual, fictional; project; recording; sources; check; cross-check;  presentation.

Before the programme
• Re-examine the concepts factual and fictional and how they influence the writing style employed in the final

product.

• Have a class discussion to:-

(a) consider ways of gathering information.

(b) think of sources of information.

(c) how you can establish how reliable your sources are.

(d) look at ways of presenting the information gathered. 

(All these will be dealt with in the programme)

After the Programme
• Class discussion on the programme and the differences in the methods of P4 and P5

• Discuss and list the different methods and sources mentioned in the programme for information gathering.
Can the class add to that list?

• Make up a list of information sources available to the class; in school, locally, personally, IT etc.

• Devise a project and involve pupils in the planning stages as much as possible. Share the finished product
with the wider school community.

WORKSHEETS
• Compose an interview questionnaire to make a fact file of a classmate. (see worksheet 18)

- Ask each other questions.

- Record the answers.

- Think of a way of telling the class what you have learned about your class mate.

• Checking and finding out facts. (worksheet 19). Use the school library or IT resources to find out the 
information.

3 0
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

Interviewer’s Question Interviewee Answers 

What is your name?

What age are you?

How would you describe
how you look?

What are you best at?

Where do you live? 

How many people
live in your house?

(make up more questions)

If you need to, use the other side of the sheet t o write more questions.

Programme 8 
Worksheet 18

Getting Your Facts Right
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

Is that a fact? Use the school library and IT resources to find out more information.

Information TRUE FALSE Method of Checking 

The Titanic was built
in a Belfast shipyard.

The Simpsons is a TV
cartoon programme
on BBC2.

Florence Nightingale
was a famous tennis
player.

Ireland is an island.

Elvis Presley is dead.

September always
begins on a Monday
each year.

A computer will only
work if the printer is
switched on.

The telephone number
for the fire brigade
is 998. 

Programme 8 
Worksheet 19

Getting Your Facts Right
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In today’s anthology programme, the theme of friendship is examined in poetry, prose and music. The pleasant
and reassuring aspect of friendship are explored, but so to are the downsides, the uncertainties, the
disagreements and the need to make up again.

Source Material
Poem: Best Friends by Sue Palmer from Choice Education pub. Scholastic
Extract: Herbie Whistle and the Blackberries by Martin Waddell, pub. Young Puffin ISBN 0-1403-4629-5.
Extract: The Great Aunt Izzy Disaster by Denny Robson pub. Simon & Schuster Young Books 1980.
Poem: It’s a Puzzle Ed. Brian Patten from Young Puffin Book of Utterly Brilliant Poetry pub. Penguin 1999.
Extract: Taking Care of Carruthers by James Marshall pub. Young Lion
Poem: Friendship by Sam McBratney by kind permission of the author
Extract: The Blood and Thunder Adventure on Hurricane Peak by Margaret Mahy pub. Puffin 1985
Poem: Two Infants by Fred Sedgwick from School and Family Poems selected by Wendy Body pub.

Pelican Big Books, Longman 1998.

Before the programme
• Open a discussion about friends; best friends, close friends, family friends, old and new friends. 
• Who needs friends? Why?
• Words to explain: parasol; pendant; ‘a real tartar’; provisions.

After the programme
• Follow up class discussion on aspects of friendship raised by the broadcast.
• Explore class, school or local library for poems or books on friendship.
• Make a list of friends the pupils know from TV programmes, ‘soaps’ and comedies.
• Write a description of your best friend and say what it is you like about them.
• Improvise and script a row between two friends. Can you resolve it? Type it up on the computer, and
rehearse it in class, or assembly or for another class.
• Write a poem about ‘My Best Friend’ or ‘My Ex-friend’.

Some ideas for discussion
• What makes a friend? How or why do you choose a particular person?
• Making friends when you are ‘new’ at school, or move house.
• How can you be a good friend?
• What happens when friends fight or argue? How do you feel? How do you make it up?
• Name calling; pet names.
• Does a friend have to be the same age/sex? (What about grannies, neighbours, pets, dinner ladies etc)
• Playing games with friends. Keeping rules.
• Recognising people who may not really be friends.
• Imaginary friends.

WORKSHEETS
• Friendship web. About my friend. (Worksheet 20)
• Fact-file on my best friend. (Worksheet 21)

3 3
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

FRIENDSHIP WEB

Supports...................................

Always shares
with me

Always makes me
laugh a lot

Fill in some more

Wears bright coloured
clothes

MY FRIEND

NAME ………………………….

Programme 9 
Worksheet 20

Friends- An Anthology
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

FACT FILE ON MY BEST FRIEND

NAME___________________________

_______________________________

ADDRESS ________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

AGE ___________ GENDER __________

SCHOOL_________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

HOBBIES_____________________________________________________________________

LIKES _______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

DISLIKES ____________________________________________________________________

WHY THEY ARE MY BEST FRIEND__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Picture of my best friend
(DRAW)

Programme 9 
Worksheet 21

Friends- An Anthology
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In this the last programme in the present series, Leon McAuley revises some of the topics raised in the series.
“I would say there is only one thing writing wants to do. The writer wants to tell the reader something.”

• Leon recalls the difference between factual and fictional writing.

• He uses riddles to illustrate the writer’s need to gather the facts, order them and structure them for his/her
audience.

• Fiction writing “is not so much about telling the reader facts as about making them feel things.” Leon
explores cartoons as a way of making his point.

• A section of question and answer jokes follows to remind  the pupils of the importance of evidence.
“…..when you are writing or talking - think of who you are talking to.”

KEY WORDS: revision; factual; fictional; audience; riddles; puns.

Before the programme

• Recap with the class the concept of factual, fictional, audience

After the programme

• Discuss the points raised in the programme in a general classroom discussion.

• Set the class some fact finding exercises, in school or as homework.

• Examine newspapers for examples of factual and fictional writing.

• Make up a class joke book or a book of riddles. Use computers in final preparation

• Encourage joke-telling to class - sense of audience, delivery, clarity of speech, confidence- building.

• As homework, collect and write out jokes, riddles or local stories of characters and events.

WORKSHEETS 

• Match up the book titles with their audience (Worksheet 22)

• Word Search. (Worksheet 23)

3 6
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

Match up the book titles with their audience

Boyzone - The Tr ue Story  A school pupil

Hooked A doctor

Help with Homework A pop fan

Trot and Gallop A car driver

The Well-dressed Chef A horse-riding fan

Homer - The Legend A gardener

How Does Your Garden Grow A fisherman

Under Your Bonnet  A TV viewer

Meet Dot Com  A cook

Say ‘Aaah!’ A computer user

Programme 10 
Worksheet 22

And Now For Something Completely Different..
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Name ……………………………………………………………….

All these words have been used in the programmes. You will find them all going straight across or straight 
up and down.

FACTUAL AUDIENCE
FICTIONAL FIORD
ENCYCLOPAEDIA RIDDLES
CHARACTERS CHRONOLOGICAL
BALLY ORDER
CEAD MILE FAILTE PROSE
NUMBER ARD
ALPHABETICAL DRAMA
LISTS

F A C T U A L A N B B C A D A

I E O U F G H R U I A J U K L

C M L I S T S I M T L U D V P

T N O P Q R S D B W L X I Z H

I O R D E R A D E B Y C E D A

O F G H I A J L R K L M N O B

N P Q R S R T E U V W X C Y E

A Z A B C D D S E F G H E I T

L C H R O N O L O G I C A L I

C E A D M I L E F A I L T E C

P R O S E M I J G I A R C A A

A N N E G D R A M A I A R C L

M J O K E S C A F I O R D U L

E N C Y C L O P A E D I A E Y

N O E L C H A R A C T E R S B

Programme 10 
Worksheet 23

And Now For Something Completely Different..
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